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INTRODUCTION
After celebrating a successful debut last year – more than 4000 guests, a positive
media response and many unforgettable hours with great films and an incredibly open
audience speak for themselves! – the Porn Film Festival Vienna is progressing into the
second round. Last year’s festival made one thing clear: Austria needs a Porn Film Festival.
Pornography is not only a part of our culture, but reflects it in a very specific way, because
fundamental issues such as sexuality, body politics and gender roles are being discussed.
Topics that make supposedly private matters public – and thus political! – deserve to
be discussed unprejudiced, open and controversial. Especially in our politically troubled
times, this task seems of utmost importance to us.
At a time when a right-wing conservative backlash threatens us, a time in
which misogynist behavior and speech patterns are dismissed as “just locker room talk”,
when discussions about our sexist society are being downplayed and every debate on
the full legal equality of homosexuals – for example in case of marriage – still leads to
thunderous waves of public outcry – in such a time a porn festival is more important than
ever!
Therefore, the Porn Film Festival Vienna wants to take a stand. We want to
promote diversity, sexual freedom and self-determination. We are trying to provide
a platform for pornography in its various manifestations. Porn is not only the “smutty
cesspool” many people think it is. Our festival wants to offer public discourse about what
porn can be. We want to bring alternative productions into the spotlight and discuss
sexuality, body (norms), lust and shame. We want to put a focus on feminist and queer
productions, an important step to show the diversity of people, their bodies and desires.
This year’s main theme is the question “What is shame?” Shame is a
fundamental human feeling. Everyone has felt shame before, knows what we are talking
about. The naked human body is still perceived as a provocation and often gives rise to
feelings of shame, although we cannot resist its representation and instrumentalization
in commercials, movies, and on the internet. Debating shame raises questions about
personal deficiency, worthlessness, and is essentially defined by social norms. Our society
declares: Being ashamed is the no-go of our time! We want to dedicate our festival to this
feeling and its social, political and artistic implications. Join our screenings, lectures and
workshops, and explore it together with us.
We are grateful being able to present over 70 films by international and local
filmmakers, including numerous Austrian premieres and a world premiere. We offer a
program consisting of numerous great productions, from full-length feature films to short
films and documentaries. But not only that: in addition to the extensive film program, we
also feature lectures, parties, sex robots, and an exhibition.
Camera rolling! Action! The second part of the Porn Film Festival Vienna is
waiting for you!
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FICTION JURY
CATEGORY

FICTION

Films in Competition:

• (W/HOLE)
• Female Touch
• It is not the Pornographer
that is Perverse...

• Sauvage
• Las Hijas Del Fuego

NOEL ALEJANDRO
Born in Barcelona and currently based in Berlin, Noel Alejandro studied
Film & Television and now works as an independent filmmaker and
alternative adult films director. Having always been interested in all
kinds of art that break taboos, he sees pornography as a tool to question
society’s standards and misconceptions. In his own films he tries to
portray human intimacy in simple, cinematic and natural scenes and
continuously aims to push pre-settled boundaries of filmmaking.

THERESA LACHNER
Theresa Lachner is the founder of the biggest German sex blog Lvstprinzip.
After studying journalism and literature, she travelled the world for five
years as a digital nomad and wrote for most of the biggest German
media outlets while setting up Lvstprinzip to give space to topics like
consent, sexual empowerment or feminist pornography. As a journalist,
writer and speaker she is interested in a wide range of sex-related topics.

LEON SCHMALSTIEG
Leon Schmalstieg is studying cultural studies with a focus on film and
philosophy in Freiburg (Germany). He is co-founder of the porn startup
“feuer.zeug” whose first film was recently released. With “feuer.zeug” he
produces fair pornography that is informed by feminist criteria. Their
productions aim for a more equal representation of different sexualities
as well as a for a broader public discussion on porn. Leon already gave
several interviews in print and online discussion topics such as consent,
safer sex and fair pornography.
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DOCUMENTARY JURY
CATEGORY

DOCUMENTARY

Films in Competition:

• 69
• Shakedown
• Everything´s Better
than a Hooker

• The Artist & The Pervert
• Nach Der Zukunft

JOHANNES GRENZFURTHNER
Johannes Grenzfurthner is a Vienna-based artist, filmmaker, writer,
performer and researcher. As founder and artistic director of monochrom,
an internationally-acting art and theory group, he has created several
films and other artistic projects. Aside from his creative work, Johannes
works as lecturer and organizer for media and tech festivals. His work
focuses on topics such as contemporary art, media theory, debates
about intellectual property and sex technology.

LARA BELLON
Lara Bellon studied Liberal Arts and Sciences at University College
Maastricht. In Vienna she is a student at Schule für unabhängigen Film
Friedl Kubelka. Since 2017 she has been working for this human world
- International Human Rights Film Festival, where she became program
director in 2018. She is interested in the intersections between artistic
and sociopolitical forms and discourses.

KRISTIAN PETERSEN
Kristian Petersen studied film and performance in Braunschweig
(Germany), later working as sound recordist and cameraman for TV, film
and music video productions. Since 2002 he holds teaching positions
for film and visual anthropology at various German universities. He was
amongst the first to work for the Porn Film Festival Berlin. Nowadays,
he curates inter
national film and music festivals and produces the
conceptual, gender-binarities questioning film compilations “fucking
different“.
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INTERATIONAL SHORTS JURY
CATEGORY

INTERNATIONAL SHORTS

Films in Competition:

•
•
•
•
•

No Democracy Here
Rubix
Tearoom Tracks
Yoni Love
Driven

•
•
•
•

Zarosli
Bare Romance
Triple P
Jawbreaker

DIEGO TIGROTTO
Diego Tigrotto is a sex-positive activist based in Rome, where he
organizes meetings on conscious sexuality. With the 2013-edition of the
Xplore Festival in Rome, he starts to focus more intensively on Tantra,
BDSM, Polyamory and Post-Porn. In 2017 he participated at the first
edition of the Hacker Porn Film Festival in Rome with the short film “A
Spanking Ode”, winning the No Gender No Border Award and curating
the short film selection.

ZORA BACHMANN
Zora Bachmann has studied political science and since 2009 she works
as curator, organizer and cultural mediator focusing on film. Together
with Mara Verlic and Denice Bourbon, she has curated the queer porno
series “Every time we Fuck we Win!” at this human world - International
Human Rights Film Festival in Vienna. Since 2014 she is a member of
the feminist and hedonistic DJ-collective Crackstreet Girls.

MENELAS SIAFAKAS
Menelas Siafakas is a Greek photographer and film producer, based in
Athens. He runs an annual queer arts festival called Civil Disobedience
in Athens since 2011 and is the co-founder of the Queer Theatre Awards
for Athens. Menelas has produced several films that were shown at
international film festivals around the world.
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PRE-OPENING
PORN FILM FESTIVAL
VIENNA
Exhibition & Party

Exhibition: 4 - 6 April, 12:00 - 19:00

03.04.2019 | Wednesday

20:00

Entrance only until midnight.

DJ*ane-Line:
Berlin flavoured, electronic beats from:
8 PM - 10 PM Resident DJane Mel Merio “lovemore”
10 PM - 12 midnight DJ Le Febre “lu(X)us_probleme”
Afterwards: Whatever happens at Schwelle stays at Schwelle.

Gili Shani & Felix Scheinberger “BERLIN”

What you can definitely not do in a Berlin Club is to take photos. Mobile phones are
collected at the entrance and even the attempt of a photo is punishable in any case
with a club expulsion. The exhibition “BERLIN” by Gili Shani and Felix Scheinberger thus
provides a rare insight into Berlin nights by showing us works by both artists and giving
an insight into legendary clubs like the KITKAT, the BERGHAIN or the INSOMNIA.
Gili Shani, photographer based in Berlin, is one of the few people who have official
permission to photograph within the clubs.
Felix Scheinberger, professor of illustration, describes another way: He draws on location
in the nightlife to avoid the usual photo ban.
8

DAY
Intro Porn Shorts
Opening Film: The Artist and the Pervert
Opening Party

10
11
12

INTRO PORN
SHORTS
Short Program + Q&A (Mixed)
04.04.2019 | Thursday

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length: 82′

19:00

Steifheit 1-3 / 7, Albert Sackl, AUT 2018, 9′
Fluid Chemistry, Deike Schwarz, GER 2018, 2′
Kinky Kitchen, Bea Höller, GER 2018, 2′
Scrotalus, Werther Germondari, ITA 2019, 2′
The Punishment, Inka Winter, USA 2017, 9′
Sugar, Little Swastika, GER 2018, 22′, EN OV
The Loneliness of The Bike Messenger Girl, Pina Brutal, GER 2017, 7′
Whoz me Daddy, Diegro Tigrotto, ITA 2018, 9′, IT OV + EN subs
Bare Romance, Karel Tuytschaever, BEL 2014, 30′, NL OV + EN subs
(competition International Short)

The Intro Porn Shorts provide an overview of what Porn Film Festival Vienna is all
about: This carefully chosen selection of short films reflects the diversity of contemporary
porn productions and features a wide variety of aesthetics and topics addressed. How
long can an erection last, minutes or years? We see how a spilt glass of whiskey can lead
to a lustful experience and reflect on the aesthetics of male genitalia or we just see a
very very kitchen. Kinky Father-Daughter-Fantasies and their relationship to the topic of
consent are equally discussed, as the pleasures that women can gain from riding a bike…
the right way.
We learn about the visual significance of split screen filming for pornography as
and experience what happens when two strangers meet alone in the woods. Long story
short: Come and see how engaging pornography looks nowadays!
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THE ARTIST
&THE PERVERT
Length: 91′

Opening Film Q&A (Straight) (Competition Documentary)
19:30

04.04.2019 | Thursday

by Beatrice Behn, René Gebhardt
With: Georg Friedrich Haas, Mollena Williams-Haas Country: GER/AUS USA
Year: 2018 Language: EN/DE OV + EN Subs

Georg Friedrich Haas is a famous Austrian composer & child of Nazi parents,
his wife Mollena a renowned American kink educator and descendant of African slaves.
Together they live in a public kinky relationship they have craved for 40 years: she is
his ‚slave‘ and muse, he is her master – a combination that pushes many people’s
buttons and touches on matters of race, sexuality, politics and power relations. This film
documents their lives between perversion, art, love and radical self-determination.
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OPENING PARTY
Party

Free Entrance

04.04.2019 | Thursday

DJ’S

22:00

Chrislee Bear (Techno-Set)

It’s the reason of the season: the Porn Film Festival Vienna 2019 is back!
We will start our glamorous festival with a grandiose opening film The Artist and the
Pervert followed by our illustrious afterparty! Let’s celebrate the start of five wonderful
days by PARTYING HARD!
Special occasions ask for special locations! Sling Bar, usually men only, opens its doors
for everybody! Let’s meet-up for a drink at the bar!
Bonus: Darkroom downstairs open for all genders!
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DAY
Shame
Erotische Rätselrallye
“Please Fuck Me!” - Konsens im Recht und im Porno
Gay Porn Shorts
(W/HOLE)
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14
15
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
28
30
31
32
36

SHAME
Fiction (Straight)
05.04.2019 | Friday

Length: 101′
19:30

by Steve McQueen
With: Michael Fassbender, Carey Mulligan, James Badge Dale,
Lucy Walters, Nicole Beharie Country: GBR Year: 2011 Language: EN OV

Brandon is a 30-something year old living in New York. Brandon has a wellpaid job in the advertising industry. And Brandon has a problem: He is sex-addicted,
spending his time with hookers, one-night stands and pornography. While his problems
are growing worse, his eccentric sister Sissy, a troubled person herself, comes and moves
into his flat. Her presence and her longing for emotional closeness turn Brandon’s life
upside down. Shame is a radical exposure, both bodily and mentally, a film about sex
and the longing for intimacy in a superficial world.
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EROTISCHE
RÄTSELRALLYE
Length: 3 Hours
Stephansplatz

16:00 - 19:00

Side Event

05.04.2019 | Friday

Online registration needed via website.

With: Archäo Now Language: GER
Fee: 30 EUR (Normal) | 25 EUR (with a PFFV Cinema Ticket)

Exclusively as part of the Porn Film Festival Vienna 2019 you have the
opportunity to discover Vienna’s erotic secrets and to win great prizes. This contest, full
of exciting enigmas, promises a journey through time into the realities of old Vienna
and raises exciting questions about sex and eroticism, which the participants can
explore interactively.
Discover the sexy atmosphere of Vienna and discover its many faces and
fascinating stories.You will take part in teams and will try to solve as many riddles as
possible. You will try to answer amusing, but also very interesting questions, but only
teams that solve most of the challenges will crack the hidden code at the end.
Everything needed to take part in this adventure will be provided at the
beginning of your journey.The grand award ceremony will take place at Schikaneder at
7pm. You can win tickets to The Porn Party, a bottle of sparkling wine and goodie bags
for the whole team! In addition, all players will also receive a sexy certificate.
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“PLEASE FUCK ME”
KONSENS IM RECHT UND IM PORNO
Length: 90′
MuseumsQuartier Raum D

16:00

Workshop

05.04.2019 | Friday

With: Angelika Adensamer & Maria Sagmeister

Language: GER

Sexual autonomy is an important right that needs to be encouraged and
supported. In the sexual criminal law, a development can be discerned, from a focus on
physical violence to the protection against sexual acts without consent. In the workshop
we will trace this legal development and discuss how the principle of consent is realized
legally. Subsequently, we will address the question of consent beyond the law. Together
we will elaborate how the negotiation of consent is displayed within pornography.
Hereby we not only want to focus on those examples where consent is missing but
we deliberately want to discuss cases where a culture of consent is successfully and
sensually shown. Participants are invited to express their expertise and experiences.
Maria Sagmeister is a legal scholar and art historian. She is currently working
on her PhD at the Department of Legal Philosophy at the University of Vienna. Her
research focuses on (legal) gender studies and the sexual criminal law. She is co-editor
of the journal juridikum.
Angelika Adensamer is a trained lawyer and criminologist. She works as policy
advisor for the civil rights NGO epicenter.works.
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GAY PORN
SHORTS
Short Program + Q&A (Gay)
05.04.2019 | Friday

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length: 90′

17:00

RubiX, Rubis Collective, FRA 2018, 24′, World Premiere (Competition
International Short)
La disyuntiva (The Dilemma), Antonio Zucherino, ARG 2018, 13′
Tearoom Tracks, Marc Martin, GER 2018, 28′, EN OV (Competition
International Short)
Welcome to Athens, Menelas, GRC 2018, 7′, GR OV + EN subs
∞, Sebastion Y Cortés, GBR 2018, 11′
Dear Babe, Ethan Folk & Ty Wardwell, GER 2018, 3′
Putito, Leo Mena & Alvaro Puentes, CHI 2014, 4′, ES OV + EN Subs

RubiX, that premiers at Porn Film Festival Vienna, lets us follow a lonely sailor
on shore leave, walking the seaside to finally find himself in the RubiX, a dream-like
universe where his deepest fantasies of freedom and promiscuity come alive. But the
Gay Porn Shorts have more to offer. We experience with the sublimity of bodily fluids
and learn about the importance of horny houseguests. We gain an insight into the
Greece capital that could make Athen’s tourism board blush and learn how dilemma
can be resolved in a pleasant way. Walking through a nocturnal Latin American city we
feel what it means to share passion and intimacy, even if it is for money’s sake in.
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(W/HOLE)
Length: 98′
19:30

Fiction (Queer)
05.04.2019 | Friday

by Mahx Capacity / Aorta Films
With: Parts Authority, Trouble Clef, Shay Knox, Erykah Ohms, Evie Snax
Country: USA Year: 2018 Language: EN OV

(W/HOLE) (verbally pronounced “whole”): this feature length film seeks to
explore the incredible potency of queer hedonism, specifically how the authentic
performativity of kink and queer porn can evolve trauma into orgasm, and grief
into politically radical, transformative, body-based joy. This work aims to negotiate
pornographic embodiment as an anti-oppressive, trans-inclusive feminist practice
rooted in femme caretaking and risk, and contextualizes itself as a choreographic
process. ( ) investigates the complexity of pleasure, exploring the so-called obscenity of
bodies in their most tremendous capacity—their glorious, illicit humanity.

Created by the queer/feminist porn collective AORTA films in collaboration
with the performance company “the A.O. movement collective”, the film celebrates
queer pleasure as a type of queer resistance, while inviting viewers of all identities
towards their own human capacity for pleasure.
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SCREW THE SYSTEM
POWER AND PORNOGRAPHY
Lecture & Discussion
05.04.2019 | Friday

Length: 60′
18:30

MuseumsQuartier Raum D

With: Johannes Grenzfurthner Language: EN
Sex is one of the most intimate and at the same time most political themes
of human existence. We are sexual, technological, narrative and political beings. We
have our preferences and kinks, and we do everything we can to make them either
come true - or be passively consumed. How and when and in what way we do this is
strongly influenced by the social context. Pornography, the most wondrous of all forms
of commercial art, reminds us that we are stuck in a power structure. This doesn’t
necessarily have anything to do with pornography itself, but it shows that imbalances
have digged deep into the foundations of our civilization and dominate our view of
sexuality. But our approach to sex and its portrayal in the media can help to change
and break up these social codifications. Marx’s categorical imperative is to overturn all
conditions in which man is a humiliated, a subjugated, an abandoned, a contemptible
being. And of course this also applies (and is unfortunately forgotten again and again)
to our sexual relationships. Johannes Grenzfurthner wants to address the question of
how we can help pornography save itself - and society.
Speaker:
Johannes Grenzfurthner is a Vienna-based artist, filmmaker, writer, performer
and researcher. In his work, he explores topics such as contemporary art, media theory
or sex technology.
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FRIG
Length: 60′
19:00

Fiction (Mixed)
05.04.2019 | Friday

by Antony Hickling
With: Biño Sauitzvy, André Schneider, Christine Mingo, Amanda Jane Fleming
Country: FRA Year: 2018 Language: FR OV + EN Sub
Frig — a film in three parts (Love, Shit and Sperm) — is an experimental
drama beginning with the end of a gay love affair. Love and the resulting experience
are presented as a metaphor that goes beyond the personal and into a deeper
consideration of life’s cycles, ultimately becoming a reflection on life, death and rebirth.
Combining elements of contemporary dance, performance and poetry, this work is
a pictorial portrait of a violence suffered and a course of shamanic release. The film
tells the story of descending into one’s own, personal hell, conjuring up images of the
Marquis de Sade’s infamous 120 days of Sodom.
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Sex ist gut.
Sex und Kuchen ist besser.

KUCHEN MACHT GLÜCKLICH!

MO-FR 13-21 Uhr
SA, SO 11-21 Uhr

ohne Rücksicht auf Feiertage.

Hollandstraße 16
1020 Wien
www.fettundzucker.at

A THOUGHT
OF ECSTASY
Fiction (Straight)
05.04.2019 | Friday

Length: 90′
19:00

by RP Kahl
With: RP Kahl, Ava Verne, Lena Morris
Country: GER Year: 2017 Language: EN OV + DE Subs
Love is immortal. Seduction is inevitable. Revenge is irresistible. California, in
the year 2019. A country paralyzed by a heatwave and lost in suspicion and paranoia.
Frank recognizes his own story of years ago in a recently published book. A memoir by
Marie - a past love with whom he lived before she moved to America and disappeared
from his life. Caught in a maelstrom of memories he cuts all ties to his civic life and hits
the interstate highway towards the desert to retrace her last known journey according
to the roadmap of the diary. When he meets the young stripper Nina, the sheer words
of the book seem to materialize in his present reality. Or is Frank just becoming a
character in a story? Then, like a haunting spirit, Marie reappears.
24

EXQUISITE PLEASURE

PRESENTED BY BLUE MOVIE
Length: 87′
19:00

Short Program
05.04.2019 | Friday

by Verso Cinema
With: Jimena Lago, Selina Ak, Miriam Prado, Ena Sweet, Luna Ruiz, Miquel
Zayas, Alex Ak, Jorge Prado, Andy Stone, Emilio Ardana, Lobo

Verso Cinema is a collective of internationally multi awarded filmmakers
under another identity. They say about themselves: “We seek to break that barrier in
order to create, with absolute freedom, a new concept of pornography, where eroticism
and sensuality emerge through the film language and narrative. We want to awaken
your mind. We want to inspire you. We want to excite you.”
Exquisite Pleasure is exactly what the title suggests: an exquisite pleasure to
watch, divided into five parts. A horny couple inspires us with a very interesting version
of the game hangman and we learn how a burglary can go wrong yet end in a pleasant
way however. We experience which secret ingredient a master baker uses to create
some fluffy muffins. Another episode shows us that a cage and some fangs make very
versatile utensils in a nightclub before we dive into the rhythm of love in its manifold
expressions.
This program is presented by Blue Movie.
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PORN TO BE WILD
PLAYPARTY
Party

Entrance Fee: 25 EUR / Schwelle-Members 15 EUR

05.04.2019 | Friday

21:00 - 04.00

Program
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pole and Lapdance Performances
Porn Film Festival Vienna porn screening
Berlin artworks by Kinky Karrot, Gili Shani & Felix Scheinberger,
Art from Rosie van Kink, Pussy Pairs and Kiss Dance Love
Fuckmachines by monochrom and X-factory,
Food-Porn: a buffet to balance the protein level. And a lot of pineapple juice.

Dresscode
•

Sexy, fetish, perverse, obscene, Saturday night fever, gold chain, porn goggles,
fishnet stockings, Creature of the Night, disco, funk, party, etc etc ... You don´t
dress up - you don´t get in !!!

Rules
•

•

We reserve the right to reject people at the door in case of inappropriate
appearance. Take your matching shoes with you. Street shoes stay in the entrance
area for hygienic reasons. We want to be understood as a huge living room, and
we are non-smokers.
The evening is open for people of every gender, every sexual (non-)orientation,
living in every form of relationship and with every form of physical speciality - let’s
celebrate diversity!

Be there at the Schwelle Party of the Porn Film Festival Vienna. There are no
taboos on this evening. At “Porn to be wild” you can breathe life into all your fantasies.
Come as a Porn-Superstar, Lapdancer, professional stripper, as a pimp or Pimpdaddy, ...
Let yourself in for just any role play imaginable! Play with Passion! Play with
Fun! Get to know new people, dance, meet, chat with international porn directors*,
meet your favourite porn star, discover the lust for erotic films (sets), shoot your own
movie, have fun and enjoy a legendary night in the unique atmosphere of the Schwelle
Wien.
Show yourself from your most exuberant side - be lustful and passionate!
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JAN SOLDAT
RETROSPECTIVE

Length: 71′
21:00

Short Program + Q&A
05.04.2019 | Friday

•

•

Coming Of Age, GER 2016, 14′, DE OV + EN subs
• 3 of 5, GER 2011, 2′, DE OV + EN subs
• Wielandstraße 20, 3.OG links, GER 2012, 3′, DE OV
• rein/raus, GER 2009, 2′
Ein Wochenende in Deutschland, GER 2013, 25′, DE OV + EN subs
• unbenannt, GER 2011, 3′
• Endlich Urlaub, GER 2009, 3′
• Protokolle, GER 2017, 19′, DE OV + EN subs

BDSM, zoophilia, adult babies, role playing – Jan Soldat’s films focus on topics
where society usually refuses to look. Jan was born in Chemnitz in the former East
Germany at a time when the city still bore the iconic name Karl-Marx-Stadt. He then
studied film and television in Potsdam before developing his own distinctive style of
creating films. In his documentary work, the German filmmaker scrutinizes (sexual)
practices, wishes and behaviors that are often labelled as taboo. His films are created
as close encounters with the people he is filming, taking seriously their personalities,
vulnerabilities and pleasures.
In our Jan Soldat Retrospective we present you films from the last 10 years in
which Jan introduces to us a gay pensioners couple living together as master and slave.
We then explore the physics of having sex the missionary way, learn that fathers and
sons can still enjoy magic childhood moments together at an older age and become
witnesses of how fleshly and existential some desires can be, even on vacations…
27

SHAKEDOWN
Documentary (Lesbian) (Competition Documentary)
05.04.2019 | Friday

Length: 72′

21:00

by Leilah Weinraub
With: Egypt, Jazmyne, Junior, Mahogany, Slow-Wine, Keyonna Taylor
Country: USA Year: 2018 Language: EN OV
Shakedown is a party series in Los Angeles organized by queer lesbian AfricanAmerican women. With their parties they open up one of the rare spaces where queers
of color can meet each other to live their lesbian sexuality, (mostly) without restraints.
In her documentary, director Leilah Weinraub unfolds an impressive document of lived
lesbian culture, between striptease, lapdances and police repression. Numerous original
recordings, complemented with backstage footage and intimate interviews with the
protagonists provide an authentic insight into California’s lesbian scene. Shakedown
is a contemporary document, through and through hedonistic, celebrating lesbian
sexuality in sync with hip-hop beats.
28

FUNKYNASTYDISCO

PORN TO BE WILD - THE PLAYPARTY FOR THE PORNFILM-FESTIVAL
05.04.2019 | 21:00 | Schwelle.Wien | 15, Tellgasse 25

LESBIAN PORN
SHORTS
Short Program (Lesbian) + Q&A
05.04.2019 | Friday

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length: 85′

21:00

Il Pleut, Inka Winter, USA 2018, 11′
Driven, Toni Karat, GER 2018, 13′, DE OV + EN subs (competition International Shorts)
L’Annonce (The Ad), Carré Rose & Vespéral, FRA 2018, 16′, FR OV + EN subs
Yoni Love, Vinnie Gottfredsen, DEN 2018, 9′, EN OV (competition International Shorts)
Pain Dulce, Ramses Rodstein, USA 2018, 8′, EN OV
Polyethylene Touch, Flicker Fuckers, SWE 2018, 9′
As You Wish, My Lady, Jo Pollux & Sadie Lune, GER 2018, 5′, EN OV
Zarosli, Oksana Kazmina, UKR 2017, 14′ (competition International Shorts)

The Lesbian Porn Shorts present a wide variety of Sapphic film making in all its
diversity. We observe a sensual experience of two women who make their bodies sing in
the rain just to find ourselves again in a sensual negotiation of power. We experience a
mysterious get-together that ends in a lustful interaction whereas nature and pleasure
blend to the fulness of the yoniverse. Then we learn about the story of the sweetness of
pain while a translucent game of corporeality between bodies and plastics pleases our
eyes. Last but not least, there is a negotiation about questions of power, pleasure and
desire and we meditate on the politics of seeing and being seen.
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SAUVAGE
Length: 87′

Fiction (Gay) (Competition Fiction)
22:30

05.04.2019 | Friday

by Camille Vidal-Naquet
With: Félix Maritaud, Eric Bernard, Nicolas Dibla, Philippe Ohrel
Country: FRA Year: 2017 Language: FR OV + EN Subs
Hosted by: Aids Hilfe Wien Guests: Aids Hilfe Wien
Léo is 22, lives in Strasbourg and sells his body. At night he drifts through
the city, during the day he sleeps somewhere for a few hours. When there is trouble
with clients, his best friend Ahd helps him. But the partner Léo longs for, the man in
whose arms he can fall asleep, cannot be Ahd for him. Léo’s restless search goes on and
on. His heart beats wildly. French director Camille Vidal-Naquet tells this story in his
award-winning debut film in delicate yet incredibly intense scenes. An intimate, deeply
touching portrait.
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URSINHO &

EMMANUEL IN THE DESERT
Short Program (Gay)
05.04.2019 | Friday

Double Feature

Length: 73′

23:00

URSINHO
by Stéphane Olijnyk
With: Digão Ribeiro, Rafael Braga, Luiz Furlanetto
Country: FRA/BRA Year: 2018 Length: 45’
Language: POR OV + EN Subs
Teddybear is a corpulent gay man in his early 30th living in the dull favelas
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Being gay in such an environment is already hard, being an
introvert as well makes matters even worse. He falls in love with one of Copacabana’s
top-notch male prostitutes who is exclusively working for wealthy, upper-class clients.
This young man seems entirely out of reach for Teddy. However, he is determined to
overcome his inhibitions and finally meet him.

EMMANUEL IN THE DESERT
by Yannick
With: MawMaw
Country: FRA Year: 2018 Length: 35’
Language: FR OV + EN Subs
What happens if the nail polish crackles off by tearing-up the dirt? Piece by
piece, afar from all, deep in the countryside. Emmanuel tells us about rural places and
how to reinvent your sexuality deep in a cultural and emotional desert. Emmanuel in
the desert is a grandiose piece about rising above fear and loneliness, strengthening
your inner self, and how to grow through the power of radical self-realization.
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PROGRAM

17:00

(W/HOLE)
Fiction

18:30

Screw the System - Power and
Pornography
Raum D/MQ

19:30

Pre-Opening
Porn Film Festival Vienna

19:00

Side Event

Frig
Fiction

Exhibition & Party

19:00

A Thought of Ecstasy
Fiction

19:00
19:00

Intro Porn Shorts

Exquisite Pleasure presented
by Blue Movie Kino
Short Program

Short Program

19:30

Opening Film:
The Artist & The Pervert

21:00

Porn to be Wild Playparty
Party

Documentary

22:00

Opening Party

21:00

Jan Soldat Retrospective
Short Program

Party

21:00

Shakedown
Documentary

21:00
15:00

Lesbian Porn Shorts
Short Program

Shame
Fiction

22:30
16:00

Erotische Rätselrallye
Stephansplatz

16:00

17:00

23:00

Gay Porn Shorts

Ursinho & Emmanuel in the
Desert (Double Feature)
Short Program

Workshop

Short Program
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Fiction

Side Event

“Please Fuck Me!” - Konsens im
Recht und im Porno
Raum D/MQ

Sauvage

23:45

Sexmachines
Exhibition

22:30

Die feurigen Schwestern
(Las Hijas del Fuego)
Fiction

14:00

Political Porn Shorts
Short Program

15:30

23:00

The Porn Party hosted by
Porn Film Festival Vienna
Camera Club

PFFV Special Workshop:
Singles Rope Mixer

Party

Short Program

15:30

PFFV Special
Workshop: Frauenklub
Workshop

16:00

Paradies oder Zuflucht?
Überlegungen zu einer
verschwindenden Form
schwuler Sexualität
Raum D/MQ

16:00

14:00

Short Program

14:30

16:00

Kiki & Bubu: Rated R Us

18:00

Fiction

19:00

Female Touch

Lecture

Greek Queer Porn Shorts
Short Program

Lecture & Short P.

17:00

Scham und Sexualität - ein
verqueres Verhältnis
Raum D/MQ

Lecture

Arthouse Vienna Special

The Naked Feminist & Adorn
(Double Feature)

Fem* Porn Shorts
Short Program

20:00

Fiction

Award Ceremony
& Closing Party
Party

19:00

69
Documentary

19:00

20:30

Nach der Zukunft & Sixty
Nine Club (Double Feature)

Closing Film: It is Not
the Pornographer That is
Perverse...
Fiction

Documentary

21:00

Noel Alejandro Shorts
Short Program

21:00

Everything’s Better than
a Hooker

19:00

Award Winners Austrian
Short & Documentary
Event

Fiction

21:00

Austrian Porn Shorts
Short Program
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21:00

Award Winners
International Short & Fiction
Event

SEXMACHINES
Exhibition
05.04.2019 | Friday

23:45

Nekropneum Fuckenbrust Neckhammer 40K
A sex machine by monochrom feat.Thomas Kranabetter and Christian Schüler.
Use and abuse this poly-sexual source of compressed lust and horror! Never before
were carnal enjoyment and bodily horror so close! A torso you will have nightmares
about. To quote Salman Rushdie: “Shame is like everything else; live with it for long
enough and it becomes part of the furniture.”

Prostate Hero
by Thomas Kranabetter
This playful interface makes it possible for you to experience the true essence of
being human: disgust, horniness, gamification and drunkenness, right at your
fingertips! Treat dat ass rite -- and you will receive booze!
Both to be seen at Porn to be Wild Playparty at Schwelle.
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DAY
Political Porn Shorts
PFFV Special Workshop: Singles Rope Mixer
PFFV Special Workshop: Frauenklub
Paradies oder Zuflucht?
Arthouse Vienna Special
Kiki & Bubu: Rated R Us
Female Touch
69
Nach der Zukunft & Sixty Nine Club (double feature)
Noel Alejandro Shorts
Everything’s Better than a Hooker
Austrian Porn Shorts
Die feurigen Schwestern / Las Hijas del Fuego
The Porn Party hosted by Porn Film Festival Vienna

38
39
39
40
42-43
44
44
45
48
49
50
51
52
53

POLITICAL PORN
SHORTS
Short Program (Mixed) + Q&A
06.04.2019 | Saturday

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length: 94′

14:00

Rising, Stefan-Manuel Eggenweber, AUT 2018, 4′, EN OV
Family Life, Anna-Karin Örander, SWE 2017, 19′, SWE OV + EN subs
Elephant the Allison, So Yarli A., UK/HKG 2018, 12′, int. OV
Sex Tapes: Lessons from a 7ft Penis & Friends, Tamara Scherbak, CAN 2016, 8′, EN OV
White Towels, Hannah Marianetti & Max Ogniz, USA 2019, 6′, EN OV
The Public Execution of Jasmine H., Cesar del Giudice, HKG 2017, 12′, EN/CN OV+EN S.
Yes Campaign, Ms. Naughty, AUS 2017, 8′, EN OV
Lizzy & Seyyah, Kristian Petersen, DEU 2018, 10′, DE OV
No Democracy Here, Liad Hussein Kantorowicz, ISR 2018, 25′, HEB OV + EN subs
(competition International Shorts)

Pornography is about getting sexually aroused by the means of audiovisual
material, right? Wrong! Porn is political. Period. Pornography reflects, criticizes and reimagines what sexuality is and could be, for us as individuals and as society.
Our Political Porn Shorts touch on pressing issues on the politics of sexuality.
Find out how BDSM practices change right-wing political opinions in present-day Israel,
what an elephant from Hong Kong can tell you about consciousness and spectatorship,
how tabooed female sexuality can be life-threatening in Japan or how many ways there
are to celebrate sex-positivity, acceptance and consent, here and everywhere. We also
see that there is no need for exclusion.
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SCHWELLE
WORKSHOPS
Workshop
21:00

06.04.2019 | Saturday

SINGLES ROPE MIXER
Date: 06.04.2019 | Saturday
Time: 15:00 Doors Open | 15:30 Start
Contributon Fee: 5 € (Payment on Location - Cash Only)
Language: German
Online registration needed!
You’re interested in bondage, but you don’t know how to start? You would
like to gain (more) bondage experience, but have no bondage partner*? You have
always been fascinated by the high art of rope bondage, but you do long for a safe,
comfortable room where you can really let yourself go? The Singles Rope Mixer is aimed
at complete newcomers as well as bondage beginners*. The bondage team of Schwelle
Wien will talk about simple bondage techniques and knots and will also present them.
Ropes will be provided by Schwelle Wien, but you can also take them with you. Please
wear comfortable clothes in which you can move well and feel comfortable. One or
more partners are welcome to be packed and taken along, but be prepared to shackle
different people.

FRAUENKLUB
Date: 06.04.2019 | Saturday
Time: 15:00 Doors Open | 15:30 Start
Contributon Fee: 5 € (Payment on Location - Cash Only)
Language: German
Online registration needed!
The Schwelle Wien Women’s Club is a space for open-minded cis and trans women*
who would like to broaden their horizons, strengthen the power of being a woman and
are open to joint exchange. Our focus is on the common WE, completely independent
of outward appearances, sexual orientation or non-orientation. If you feel like a woman*,
you are warmly welcome to the Schwelle Wien Women’s Club.
As part of the Schwelle Wien cooperation with the Porn Film Festival Vienna, we
are organising a 2.5 hour meeting on Saturday 6 April from 15:00-17:30 by women
for women on the topic of masturbation. As guest speaker at the women’s club we
welcome the wonderful Ingrid Mack from Liebenswert - feminine Lebensart, who will
introduce us to some love toys.
Join us, we are looking forward to seeing you!
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PARADIES ODER ZUFLUCHT?
ÜBERLEGUNGEN ZU EINER VERSCHWINDENDEN
FORM SCHWULER SEXUALITÄT.
Lecture

Length: 90′

06.04.2019 | Saturday

16:00

MuseumsQuartier Raum D

With: Andreas Brunner
Language: German (Discussion in German and English)
Paradise or shelter? Reflections on a vanishing expression of gay sex.
As “tea rooms” public toilets are labeled where men meet to have mostly
anonymous sex with each other. For some it was a place of freely lived gay sexuality, for
others it was a place where closeted gays met to live out their desires in secrecy. The
historian Andreas Brunner is undertaking a historical and sociological survey to these
vanishing places of an ambivalent gay desire.
Andreas Brunner is the co-director of QWIEN, the center for gay and lesbian
history in Vienna. His historical research focuses on the persecution of LGTBI* during
national socialism. Besides that, he publishes on other cultural historical topics. Since
ten years he develops guided city walks on LGBTI* topics. Furthermore, he works
as museum curator, most recently for the exhibition “Sex in Wien. Lust Kontrolle
Ungehorsam” (Wien Museum 2016/17).
In cooperation with monochrom.
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ARTHOUSE

VIENNA SPECIAL
Lecture & Short Program
06.04.2019 | Saturday

16:00 - 18:00

INSIDE PORN PRODUCTIONS
Lecture & Talk
Date: 06.04.2019 | Saturday Time: 16:00
Length: 60’ Language: German
Porn clips are more available than ever before, but hardly anyone knows
exactly what’s going on on the set. Wild speculations are widespread, but hardly anyone
has any insight. How exactly is a porn movie made? How do you plan your project? What
are the problems with alternative or ethical productions? How easy is it to produce in a
city dominated by classical music like Vienna and in conservative Austria? How do I find
performers? What happens on the set and how much of it do you see in the clip? How
much is reality, how much is cinematic illusion?
In this lecture, Adrineh Simonian and Patrick Catuz from Arthouse Vienna give
an insight into their work and tell stories from almost a decade of experience in the porn
industry.
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ARTHOUSE VIENNA SHORTS
Short Program & Discussion
Date: 06.04.2019 | Saturday Time: 17:00
Length: 60’ Language: German
Austrian Porn: Arthouse Vienna’s newest productions
In the fields of new and alternative porn, films from Arthouse Vienna are leading the way
in Austria. Former opera singer Adrineh Simonian left the stage and joined author and
filmmaker Patrick Catuz to start Arthouse Vienna. After their successful performance at
last year’s Porn Film Festival Vienna, they showcase their newest productions with this
short program. Adrineh and Patrick will be present at the screening and be happy to
answer your questions afterwards.
Arthouse Vienna created three series of works: Blackbox, Post/Porn and Blind Date.
Blackbox: White cubes are used for exhibition spaces, normally in the context of
galleries with the intention to limit distraction. However, when it is transformed into
a sheer dark room, it can be used to direct focus on bodies and rhythm. While being
filmed, performers are left alone with the camera, without a crew, without obligations,
with sexual self-determination being the only cue. What could happen?
Post/Porn is a reflective and deconstructive series of short pornographic films, capturing
forms of pornographic self expression, yet simultaneously questioning them. Within this
format, concepts of gender, desire and beauty standards are challenged.
Blind Date is an experiment on the psychology of sex. Two strangers, blindfolded, have
sex with each other. Before the act, they are separately questioned about their prior
sexual experiences, afterwards their eyes are unveiled to see each other for the first
time.
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KIKI &BUBU :RATED R US
Fiction + Q&A

Length: 50′

05.04.2019 | Saturday

17:00

by Johannes Grenzfurthner
With: David Dempsey, Roland Gratzer, Jens Ohlig Country: AUT
vYear: 2011 Language: EN OV
Our favorite sock puppets Kiki and Bubu have some feelings, so they sign
up for an online dating site. When the People of China want to become their friend,
they are excited. However, sending the People of China a video of themselves proves
to be difficult: Their content gets flagged as inappropriate and taken down from
YouTube. On the long quest for knowledge which follows, Kiki and Bubu learn all about
Internet censorship. And love. Kiki and Bubu – Rated R Us is an animation film by the
Viennese art-technology-philosophy collective Monochrome, following the charming
sock puppets Kiki and Bubu on an investigative journey that touches on topics such as
censorship, love and dating in our digital age.

FEMALE TOUCH
Fiction (Mixed)

Length: 60′

05.04.2019 | Friday

19:00

by Antony Hickling
With: Biño Sauitzvy, André Schneider, Christine Mingo, Amanda Jane Fleming
Country: FRA Year: 2018 Language: FR OV + EN Sub
After a long day at work, a woman is coming back home, preparing a relaxing
bath. Once in the bathtub, she is wearing a black latex mask and starts masturbating.
Her masturbation, both exciting and stimulating, ends in an intensive orgasm. “Female
Touch” is a blasphemous, dreamlike work of art. A film that creates the vision of the
original woman and lesbian in surreal yet sensual pictures. A film that denounces
the decadence of contemporary society. Finally, a tribute to the cinema of the Italian
filmmaker Alberto Cavallone, to whom the film is dedicated.
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Length: 72′

Documentary (Gay) (Competition Documentary)
19:00

06.04.2019 | Saturday

by Rob Eagle
With: Original members of the Sixty-Nine-Club
Country: GBR Year: 2019 Language: EN OV + EN Subs
Hosted by: Leather & Motorbike Community Vienna
Guests: LMC Vienna, Rob Eagle, John Attenborough & Walther Edlauer Original Members of the 69 Club
Léo is 22, lives in Strasbourg and sells his body. At night he drifts through
the city, during the day he sleeps somewhere for a few hours. When there is trouble
with clients, his best friend Ahd helps him. But the partner Léo longs for, the man in
whose arms he can fall asleep, cannot be Ahd for him. Léo’s restless search goes on and
on. His heart beats wildly. French director Camille Vidal-Naquet tells this story in his
award-winning debut film in delicate yet incredibly intense scenes. An intimate, deeply
touching portrait.
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w w w. s e x o l u t i o n . c o m

NACH DER ZUKUNFT

& SIXTY NINE CLUB
Documentary (Gay) + Q&A
06.04.2019 | Saturday

Double Feature

Length: 69′

23:00

NACH DER ZUKUNFT

Competition Documentary

by Stéphane Olijnyk
With: Digão Ribeiro, Rafael Braga, Luiz Furlanetto
Country: FRA/BRA Year: 2018 Length: 45’
Language: POR OV + EN Subs
Somewhere between the seemingly military order of provincial events of
German civil protection and the ecstasy of gay sex-on-meth parties, Ortwin Passon’s
life takes place. HIV-positive, he survived a time when his diagnosis was tantamount
to a death sentence. Now he fights for the right to unprotected sex and writes about
the political and criminal relevance of barebacking. As an activist he turns against a
state that in his eyes acts repressively and tries to restrict civil liberties. Privately he
radically explores the limits set by the state and the public: at group parties where
he has unprotected anal intercourse with men under the influence of hard drugs. A
controversial and thought-provoking film.

SIXTY NINE CLUB
by Yannick
With: MawMaw
Country: FRA Year: 2018 Length: 35’
Language: FR OV + EN Subs
In the documentary 69, director Rob Eagle is telling the story of the Sixty
Nine Club, Europe’s oldest social group for gay leathermen, founded in Britain. Officially
founded as ‘motorcycle club’ to escape legal prosecution, this club was a place where
gay men could celebrate hyper-masculinity in leather and fetish, including BDSM. The
film explores the rich history of the club from the beginnings through the AIDS crisis till
now – thus narrating an important chapter of British gay history.
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NOEL ALEJANDRO
PORN SHORTS

Length: 91′

Short Program (Gay) + Q&A

21:00

06.04.2019 | Saturday

Direction: Noel Alejandro
With: Pierro Emö, Parker Marx, Bishop Black

•

• Call Me a Ghost, Noel Alejandro, ESP/BEL 2017, 19′, EN OV
Serodiscordantes, Noel Alejandro, ESP/GER 2019, 27′, SP OV + EN subs
• The Seed, Noel Alejandro,GER/BEL 2018, 18′, EN OV
• The End, Noel Alejandro, BEL 2018, 22′, EN OV
• Sweat, Noel Alejandro, GER/ESP 2018, 22′, EN OV

Noel Alejandro is a gay adult film maker born in Barcelona and living in
Berlin. His films are undeniably arousing but embedded in an aesthetic language so
soft, clear and beautiful. Noel uses sex as filmic vocabulary but nevertheless his films
communicate political matters, emotions and social taboos.
In the Noel Alejandro Porn Shorts we are taken to a trip to the darkest corners
of our mind like in Call me a Ghost. Serodiscordantes explores a relationship, focusing
on the moment where an HIV status is revealed. We are taken to hot waters and
abundant landscapes full of innocence in The Seed, whereas The End brings us close to
moments full of grieve and the demonic persuasions of passed-away flesh. Sweat lets
us discover a visit of a friend that turns to a sensual redemption of a most feared fetish.
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EVERYTHING’S BETTER
THAN HOOKER
Fiction + Q&A (Competition Documentary)
05.04.2019 | Saturday

Length: 50′

17:00

by Johannes Grenzfurthner
With: David Dempsey, Roland Gratzer, Jens Ohlig Country: FRA
Year: 2011 Language: EN OV
Västerås is a contemplative town in Sweden northwest of Stockholm. Till an
awful murder shatters the tranquility. The victim, Eva-Maree, was only 27 when she
got brutally stabbed to death by the father of her children during a meeting with the
local social services. Despite a history of violence, the father was awarded sole custody
of the children after social services learnt that Eva-Maree had previously worked as an
escort. In this documentary, director Ovidie investigates how hostile attitudes towards
sex workers and the policies of a supposedly protective state amalgamate, leading the
way to a horrific abuse of power.

28.–31. März 2019

FEM*KONGRESS
feministische Kämpfe zusammenführen

MIT

Vorträge & Workshops: Anne Wizorek, Sigi Maurer, Nicole Schöndorfer, Judith
Götz, ZARA, Lefö, Ehrlos Statt Wehrlos, Autonome Österreichische Frauenhäuser,
Helga Amesberger, life is a beach und zahlreichen Aktivist_innen
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Frauen*Geschichte-Stadtspa
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AUSTRIAN
PORN SHORTS

Length: 72′

Short Program (Mixed) (Competition Austrian Shorts)
21:00

06.04.2019 | Saturday

•

•

What Do I have to do that You Fall in Love with Me, Gerald Zahn, AUT 2018, 6′
• The Champagne Fountain, Gerald Zahn, AUT 2015, 2′
• Water Me, Romina Achatz, AUT 2019, 3′
• Action Painting Porn - Action 1, Johnny Love, AUT 2018, 10′
For Agatha, Amanda Augustin, Lorena Höllrigl, Veronika Schwaninger, AUT 2017, 5′
• Porn & Politics, Camila Rhodi, AUT 2018, 10′, EN OV
• 1.-12.; A Manifesto, Julia Aichinger, AUT 2019, 4′, EN OV
• Pornogewitter, Axel Staudinger, AUT 2018, 18′, DE OV
• Gladom, Julia Polzer, AUT 2017, 5′

Sound of Music supposedly showed us the Austrian landscape, Ulrich Seidl
and Michael Haneke the Austrian soul. So far, so good. But what about Austrian
pornography? Find out with our Austrian Porn Shorts! Dive deep into Austrian
pornographic productions in all their diversity!
Investigate how two bodies and a lot of colour can create something new
together. We have a look at how erotic the eating of fruits can be and what pornography
has to do with the merging of bodies. Or reflect on the relation between the act of sex
and the act of filming. We experience a very haptic approach to the world. Then we
move on to a cut-up collage of voices, images and sounds, and in the next moment we
focus on the female body and its aesthetics.
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DIE FEURIGEN SCHWESTERN
(LAS HIJAS DEL FUEGO)
Fiction (Lesbian) (Competition Fiction)
06.04.2019 | Saturday

Length: 115′

22:30

by Albertina Carri
With: Carolina Alamino Barthaburu, Mijal Katzowicz, Rocío Zuviría, Wanda
Rzonscinsky, María Eugenia Marce
Country: ARG Year: 2018 Language: ESP OV + EN Subs
Three women embark on a journey of sexual liberation. Sexpositive, smart and
sensual, the film develops against the backdrop of breathtaking Argentine landscapes.
On their journey, they allow themselves to be drawn into a polyamorous transformation.
The protagonists return to their roots and challenge old, conservative, patriarchal patterns
of life and love. They are looking for a way out of monogamy, ownership in relationships,
finality and obedience. Thereby, each of the women discovers her own freedom and her
own sexual identity. A clever, visually stunning film, Las hijas del fuego really is a fiery
cinematic experience.

Publications! Buy online: edition-mono.at

THE PORN PARTY
HOSTED BY PFFV

Tickets: Pre-Sale 10€ | At the Door 13€ | Guests 5€
Camera Club

23:00

Party

06.04.2019 | Saturday

The legendary Porn Party hosted by Porn Film Festival Vienna is back with two
floors, six DJs, two performers, visuals by Leuchtkraft and the sexiest party crowd in all of
Vienna. We envision a safe space where you can express your sexual self. Feel free to dress
up in your favorite kink or undress. The choice is yours! See you at the party but buckle up
because this will be a night to remember.

Performances

Pop Floor

Techno Floor

This year, we’ll ramp it up a notch. We invited
Eli El Sultan from Paris and Alice Moe
for a show you won’t forget. Trust us!

Tonica Hunter
Chrislee Bear

Gerald VDH
Welia
Echion

Party Rules

•
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•
Adults only
•
No photography
•
Respect personal boundaries
No sexism, no racism, no homophobia, no transphobia

DAY
The Naked Feminist & Adorn (double feature)
Scham und Sexualität - ein verqueres Verhältnis
Greek Queer Porn Shorts
Fem* Porn Shorts
Closing & Award Ceremony
Closing Film: It is Not the Pornographer That is Perverse...
Closing Party

56
57
57
58
59
60
61

THE NAKED FEMINIST
& ADORN
Short Program (Feminist)
07.04.2019 | Sunday

Double Feature

Length: 86′

14:00

THE NAKED FEMINIST
by Louisa Achille
With: Marilyn Chambers, Veronica Hart, Nina Hartley, Annie
Sprinkle, Candida Royalle
Country: USA Year: 2004 Length: 45’ Language: EN OV
The Naked Feminist challenges the myths surrounding women in the USAmerican porn industry. Featuring some of the most renowned actresses of the porn
business, the documentary explores what it means for those women to work in porn,
how they support each other, which hardships they face and how they still make it
a rewarding, maybe even empowering experience. An insightful documentary that
challenges preconceived notions of control, pleasure and exploitation.

ADORN
by Jennifer Lyon Bell
With: Sadie Lune, Parker Marx
Country: NLD Year: 2018 Length: 28’
Language: EN OV + GER Subs
A woman and a man meet – for the first time. In the beginning they are
completely naked – in the end they are mostly clothed and utterly exhausted. The inbetween knows almost no script, the performers indulge in each other, improvised,
surrendered to the moment. Together they laugh, kiss, tease, fight, finger and fuck,
enjoying the beauty of sex. With Adorn, director Jennifer Lyon Bell shows an experimental
erotic game, a love scene in reverse.
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SCHAM UND SEXUALITÄT

- EIN VERQUERES VERHÄLTNIS
Length: 60′

MuseumsQuartier Raum D

14:30

Lecture

07.04.2019 | Sunday

With: Mag. Johannes Wahala

Language: German

Nowadays we live in a society where sexualities are omnipresent in the public
life. However, it is striking that this public chattiness on sexual topics is confronted with
speechlessness in relationships and private matters. Obviously, Sigmund Freud’s dictum
“that sexuality is one of the dangerous human activities” still holds true.
Mag. Johannes Wahala is a psychotherapist, sex therapist, sexual scientist,
pedagogue and Catholic theologian. He runs the counselling center COURAGE.
In cooperation with monochrom.

GREEK QUEER
PORN SHORTS

Length: 62′
16:00

Short Program (Mixed)
07.04.2019 | Sunday

•

•

So Quiet: The Performativity of a Pussy, Maria Cyber, GRC, 8′
• Roco, Castro, GRC 2017, 5′, EN OV + EN subs
Miniature, Stephanos Kakavoulis, GRC 2014, 5′, GR OV + EN subs
• Gods and Monsters, @musclesmoke, GRC 2018, 1′
• Synthlepsy, Konstantinos Menelaou, GRC 2017, 3′
• Raspberry Reich, Menelas, GRC 2014, 9′, GR OV + EN subs
• Afternoon Siesta, Panagiotis Evangelidis, GRC 2011, 30′

Satyrs and Sapho: a greek LGBT selection presented by Menelas. Where every
pussy is doing it’s very own performance and it’s legitimate to sexually fantasize about
your father. Reflections of a past lover, leaving behind a burden. Twitter experts trigger
queer masturbation fantasies and flickering pictures of bodies are melting together,
revealing something dark and lecherous. Political action-takers come to power in dark
times and dreams come true, when sweet angels encounter men and tenderness collides
with intensity.
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FEM*

PORN SHORTS
Fiction + Q&A

Length: 60′

07.04.2019 | Sunday
•
•
•
•
•
•

14:30

Paperporn: The Wet One, Gianni Arni, SUI 2018 , 15′′
Tidal, Dwam Ipomée, FRA 2017, 7′, EN OV
Triple P, Allie Oops, CAN 2018, 8′, EN OV + EN subs (competition International Shorts)
Retour, Feuerzeug, GER 2019, 23′, DE OV + EN subs
Second Shutter, Goodyn Green & Erika Lust, GER 2018, 46′, EN OV
Jawbreaker, Mahx Capacity, USA 2018, 14′, EN OV (competition International Shorts)

The Fem* Porn Shorts addresses all female* pleasure in its very own and unique
ways. Pornography can be feminist and female-produced and depict female pleasure.
Join us for a short program full of diversity and expressions of female lust. We are taken
on a rush journey to female lust, shortly and joyful. Whereas in others we explore some
episodes full of emotions, cries and shivers of lust in sun-drenched, intoxicatingly beautiful
moving sexual tableaus. There is an encounter of smiles and enlightened souls that gives
us behind-the-scenes insights. We get to know a honest movie about how a road trip
full of dialogues can arouse fire within the protagonists. Finally, we fulfill our sweetest
dreams.

IT IS NOT
THE PORNOGRAPHER
THAT IS PERVERSE...
Length: 70′

Fiction (Gay) (Competition Fiction)
22:30

07.04.2019 | Sunday

by Bruce LaBruce
With: Colby Keller, François Sagat, Calvin Banks, Allen King, Sean Ford
Country: GER/CAN/USA Year: 2018 Language: EN/DE OV + EN Subs
A devil that comes straight from hell to a cemetery in Madrid to seduce
mourning men. A Uber cab driver who talks his passenger out of suicide to give him
a rather unusual city walk. A terrorist group that rewires heterosexual men to the gay
cause to prevent the world from overpopulation. A group of young men that find
themselves right within the porn movie they were just watching in a shabby cinema.
In this allusive film whose title itself reminds of Rosa von Praunheim’s emancipatory
classic, Bruce LaBruce combines four quite different episodes that together create a
furious tour de force through gay subcultures and the madness of our present times.
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AWARD CEREMONY
& CLOSING PARTY
Entrance is for Free

Award Ceremony & Party
20:00

07.04.2019 | Sunday

The festival comes to an explosive end as we reveal the winning films of the 2nd
Porn Film Festival Vienna. It’s going to be bittersweet but there will be welcome
shots, a DJ line up and performance to make the climax worth it.
Award Ceremony Start: 20:00 PM
Party Start: 21:30 PM
Hobson & Stein; It all started a little over three years ago in the jungles and
beaches of Central America. Annika and Keith met while traveling in the tiny Caribbean
town of Puerto Viejo just north of Panama. As soon as the two crossed paths, they both
felt an instantaneous and overwhelming connection with each other. They spent the
next few days sharing the same wavelength, talking about life, love and music. This is
where Hobson and Stein were born. The production and DJ duo of Keith (LINX) Hobson
and Annika Stein are known for their expressive DJ sets and track works in a growing
underground scene of Techno, Downtempo and various uncategorised sub-genres.
Being two connected souls from Los Angeles and Vienna, Hobson & Stein
take their listeners to adventurous escapes using the language of electronic and
organic elements to both communicate with each other and their listeners. The tribal,
exotic beats with solid underground vibes create a musical temple for an enthusiastic
response from local clubs and festivals.

AWARD
WINNERS

On our very last day of Porn Film Festival Vienna
2019, we present once more our award winners
in the categories Austrian Shorts, International
Shorts, Documentary and Fiction.
Award Winners Austrian Short & Documentary
Date: 08.04.2019 | Monday
Time: 19:00
Location: Schikaneder Kino
Award Winners International Short & Fiction
Date: 08.04.2019 | Monday
Time: 21:00
Location: Schikaneder Kino
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FÜR
EROTISCHE
STUNDEN

Bewährt.
Diskret.

HOTEL
GOLDENE
SPINNE

Wir informieren Sie gerne unverbindlich!
reservations@goldenespinne.at
www.goldenespinne.at
01 712 44 86

FESTIVAL GUIDELINES
By participating in the festival, you and PFF Vienna form an agreement to ensure our
space feels more free and safer for us all, so make sure you follow these important
rules:

AGE. Tickets are only sold to persons 18 and over, upon presentation of a valid ID.
RESPECT. This is the most important rule at the festival. NO racism, sexism,
homophobia, transphobia, body-shaming, ageism, ableism or discrimination of any
kind whatsoever.
BEHAVE. Respect personal space, boundaries and consent - an enthusiastic YES is a
yes, everything else is a NO. Remember you are still in public, this is not the place for
nudity or engaging in sexual activity. Keep the fun for later - at one of our many side
events or parties.
DON’T ASSUME. People at the festival will have diverse genders, sexualities,
relationship styles, nationalities, ages, disabilities, class and cultural backgrounds, and
political and religious beliefs. Please try not to make assumptions about these, and to
take somebody’s self-identity at face value. Please ask when you’re unsure.
OPEN MIND. You are here because you want to see something new, daring and
different. You will see things you want to see, and other things you didn’t want to
see so much. Please do not make derogatory comments or jokes. Instead, stay open
minded and expand the limits of your comfort zone.
BATHROOMS. Please keep in mind that bathrooms are gender-neutral during the
entire festival.
SUPPORT. If you have any problems at the event, please talk to one of the organizers.
However, it is your personal responsibility to ensure your safety. PFF Vienna can’t take
responsibility for you. If you have any questions please contact us for advice.
SOCIAL MEDIA. Please use it generously! We hope that you will post and blog about
the festival. Tag us on Instagram at @pffvienna and find us on Facebook at “Porn Film
Festival Vienna”. However, please do not publicly criticize or condemn individuals. If
you have a complaint or criticism about the event please consider discussing it with
the organizers. We are open to suggestions, improvements and critique!
OUR RIGHT. We reserve the right to ask a participant to leave the event immediately
if we believe that a violation has occurred, or if we consider that they are a threat to
the well-being of other participants. No refunds, no discussion.
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TICKETS &INFO
Tickets go on sale on 01.04.2019 at the Festival Lounge located at:
Schikaneder Kino
Margaretenstraße 22-24, 1040 Vienna
Opening Hours
Mo 01.04. 18:00-22:00
Tue-Sun 02.04.-07.04. 14:00-23:00
REGULAR TICKET PRICE
8,00€ (except Opening Film& Closing Film 9,00€)
FESTIVAL ACCREDITATION
30,00€
Info
Tickets are only sold to persons 18 and over upon presentation of an valid ID. Tickets
cannot be pre-ordered and reservations are not possible. Seating is free in all cinemas
as tickets are not numbered. Only for our Indiegogo crowdfunding backers, your tickets
and seats are reserved.
Side Events
For the side events (lectures, workshops, discussions) online registration is required. You
can also register at the festival center. Side events are for free or for at an additional
cost. When applicable, payment in cash only, on the day of the event. Please check the
program for prices and registration.
Festival Accreditation
A proof of professional activity in the media, film or film festival industry is required
for accreditation. Please note it does not guarantee a cinema ticket. Tickets are only
given in person with your accreditation badge and according to availability of tickets. You
can only purchase tickets for the current day. First-come, first-served. For accreditation
holders: from 29. March to 3. April you can only get tickets for 4. April 2019. In order to
attend side-events, you need to register online or at the festival center. All side-events for
persons with accreditation is either for free or at an additional cost – please check the
specific event for details.
Rules
Tickets are only available at the festival center or one hour before the movie starts in the
cinema. Only payment in cash is possible. Ticket sales at the side-events is not possible.
Tickets for all events are available at the Festival Center. Fortuna Kino, Filmcasino and
Top Kino only sell tickets for their own film screenings. The end customer agrees by
purchasing the ticket to the terms and conditions of the organiser and is obliged to
follow the festival guidelines.
Online Ticket Sale via website pffv.at
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Cinemas
Burg Kino: Opernring 19, 1010 Wien
Filmcasino: Margaretenstraße 78, 1050 Wien
Fortuna Kino: Favoritenstraße 147, 1100 Wien
Schikaneder Kino: Margaretenstraße 22-24, 1040 Wien
Top Kino: Rahlgasse 1, 1060 Wien
Side Events
ArchäoNOW - Rätselrallye und Schnitzeljagd Wien: Stephansplatz 4-5 , 1010 Wien
Raum D / Q21: Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Wien
Schwelle.wien: Tellgasse 25, 1150 Wien
Partys
Camera Club: Neubaugasse 2, 1070 Wien
Sling Gay Bar: Kettenbrückengasse 4, 1040 Wien
Titanic Club: Theobaldgasse 11, 1060 Wien

Impressum
Informationspflicht laut §5 E-Commerce Gesetz, §14 Unternehmensgesetzbuch, §63
Gewerbeordnung und Offenlegungspflicht laut §25 Mediengesetz
Freund_Innen* des Pornographischen Films
ZVR: 1385476299
Organschaftliche Vertreter
Obmann/Obfrau: Yavuz Kurtulmus
Schönbrunnerstraße 62/11, 1050 Wien, Österreich
Tel.: +43 699 10154837
Website: www.pffv.at
Contact
E-Mail: office@pffv.at
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Yavuz Kurtulmus
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Director
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Director
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Designer & Developer
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Guest Management
& Film Traffic

C. Anna Engler
Guest Management

Vjara Jovkova
Volunteer & Location
Management

Doris Nemeth
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Management
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Texter & Copywriter

Marian Holzmüller
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